
!!!!
ELEVATOR PITCH!!
Would you like to earn daily rewards 20 or 30 times greater than your bank deposit?!!
Would you like to earn daily rewards 4 or 5 times greater than rental property?!!
Would you like to grow a physical asset portfolio with these daily rewards?!!
Would you like cutting edge technology to help secure a better retirement?!!
PITCH JUSTIFICATION!!
No bank deposit currently pays more than 1% p.a. in deposit interest - FACT!!
Crypto-currency mining rewards can be independently calculated every day - FACT!!
Crypto-currency mining rewards are several times higher than bank interest - FACT!!
Crypto-sceptics can earn from this phenomenon, but convert to gold also - FACT!!
Bitcoin/Altcoin mining is the very cutting edge of cryptographic technology - FACT!!
OBJECTION HANDLING - Direct Sales!!
Yes, we rightly earn commissions and bonuses when promoting a direct sales business.!!
No, you do not need to become a distributor to access our products & services in full.!!
No, you do not get worse terms and conditions on pricing/products as customer.!!
No, you will never be compelled to become a marketer by us. Your free will & choice remains. !!
Yes, we offer detailed breakdown of cost/commissions/bonuses and are 100% legit.!!
OBJECTION HANDLING - Regulations!!
No, you do not have to wait for government permission to safeguard your own wealth.!!
No, Securities Regulators have no business with Gold/Silver physical metals industry.!!
No, Gold/Silver regular savings recommendations do not constitute financial advice. !!
No, Crypto-currency does not need regulator approval to create a $100 Billion market cap. !!
No, Direct Selling businesses do not need to be registered in every country they operate.!!
Yes, Gold is tax free to purchase and import in most counties in the world. !!
Yes, Bitcoin acceptance is increasing and will be taxable sometime in the future.!!
No, your government can not stop you from owning a foreign precious metals account.


